
Dear Inspector-General of Emergency Management Tony Pearce, 

I would like to make a submission to the Inquiry into the 2019-20 Victorian fire season. My personal 
details are below: 

Name: Noelene Carr 

Email: 

Gender: Female 

Age: 65-74 

Privacy preference:  

My personal story of the fires: 

The future is looking more and more bleak as the Federal government pursues “cutting green tape” 
and our very own Victorian government sanctions logging following the fires this year. The excuse 
that the logging is not in fire effected areas falls flat because we are losing overall stocks of our 
precious bushland.  

My response to term of reference: Consider all challenges and implications for bushfire 
preparedness arising from increasingly longer and more severe bushfire seasons as a result of 
climate change: 

Please pursue sustainable and non fossil fuel energy to reduce our carbon footprint. Thank you so 
much for the solar panel rebates which helps people put up solar panels to reduce their dependence 
on electricity from burning fossil fuels. 
We are running out of time to keep our temperature increase below 1.5 degrees. Government needs 
to lead the way and do everything they can to change their dependence on fossil fuels in 
government buildings and building design at the residential level( make sure homes are truly passive 
solar and make proper double glazed windows and leak proofing of homes legislation) ps many of us 
have been lucky enough to go to Europe where even in the 18th century and before they used their 
own method of double glazing with their two window systems built in to thick walls, 
and ensure homes in bushfire areas are truly resistant to fires. The BAL is a bit of a joke as the 
legislation did not go far enough in order to appease the building industry who thought they 
wouldn’t get work because houses would be too expensive to build. 
The recent fires were tragic and as we know from Black Saturday takes many years to get over. 
However these fires were very early and burnt for a long time when compared to historical fires. 
Climate change maybe? 

My response to term of reference: In considering effectiveness of Victoria’s operational response 
to the 2019-20 fire season, IGEM should particularly consider, “planning and response mechanisms 
to protect biodiversity threatened by bushfire”: 



An immediate moratorium on logging in Vistorian forests. 
Ensure that when logging is deemed environmentally safe to resume they need to place forestry 
workers in their business who have knowledge in retaining and maintaining biodiversity as 
consultants with the power to veto logging in areas deemed to be too fragile. 

My response to term of reference: Review of all opportunities and approaches to bushfire 
preparedness, including different methods of fuel and land management (for example ‘cool 
burning’, mechanical slashing, integrated forest management, traditional fire approaches) to 
protect life and property as well as ecological and cultural values: 

 There is still a lot of conjecture regarding planned burning and it’s effectiveness in the times of 
climate change. It may have worked in the past because the temperatures were cooler and it rained 
more often. Anecdotally from me when I remember fires in the Grampians in the 1960’s it would 
rain after about 3 days and put the fires out! 
As we have very little answers to stopping wildfire in these high temperatures the government has 
nothing to lose by getting aboriginal partners with appropriate skills to plan the future of reduction 
burning. As seen by the figures for Gippsland with previous hazard reduction burns only four years 
ago the fires were still terrible.  

I would like to add the following: 

Our water catchment areas need to be protected in perpetuity which means no logging in these 
areas. 
More investigation is needed in the hazard reduction space as its efficacy has been seriously 
challenged. 
We have to protect our bushland and biodiversity. How could we get to the stage of the koala being 
noted in National Geographic as a vulnerable species? 
We mourn the loss of our animal and plant species as these are the things we need to nurture our 
souls in times of stress. A walk in the bush is worth more than two beers!  

I would like to make the following recommendations: 

Don’t log catchments. 
Retain native bushland 
Make sure plantation timbers are planted out to be truly sustainable for harvesting. I think that 
replanting of plantations has been neglected because Vic Forest and loggers always thought they 
had an untapped resource in the lightly touched and virgin old growth forests. 
Never log old growth forests. They are our only source of truly biodiverse plants and animals. 
Any hazard reduction in bushfire prone areas should only be done close to homes and towns not 
large scale indiscriminate burns. 
Ensure stands of surviving bush in burnt areas are protected so that they can contribute to the 
regrowth of surrounding areas.  

Yours sincerely, 

Noelene Carr 

Indented Head 3223 

Sent from my iPhone 
 




